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Column Generation based Solution for a TatialInventory Routing ProblemS. Mihel and F. VanderbekUniversity Bordeaux 1, Mathemati Institute of Bordeaux, 351 Cours de la Libération, F-33405 Taleneand INRIA Futurs (Bordeaux), researh team RealOptEmails: sophie.mihel/franois.vanderbek�inria.frSeptember 3, 2007
The inventory routing problem ombines the issue of organizing produt delivery orpik-up, and managing the inventory at eah ustomer site. Our appliation deals withplanning produt pik-ups, ustomer inventory being emptied on eah visit. We assume adeterministi prodution rate. The inventory osts are limited to those resulting from thetransportation model. In this tatial model, the objetive is to minimize the �eet sizeand to ensure that routes are geographially lustered. The planning must be repeatedover the time horizon with onstrained periodiity. We develop a trunated branh-and-prie algorithm ombined with rounding and loal searh heuristis that yield both primalsolutions and dual bounds. On a large sale test problem oming from industry, we obtaina solution within 6.5% deviation of the optimal. A rough omparison with the industrialpratie shows a 10% derease in number of vehiles as well as in travel distane. Thekey to the suess of the approah is the use of a state-spae relaxation tehnique informulating the master program to avoid the symmetry in time. The paper also inludesa short review of olumn generation based heuristis.Keywords: Inventory Routing, Branh-and-Prie-and-Cut, Primal Heuristi, Symmetry.
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IntrodutionIn the mid-1980s, researh work began on integrating the inventory ontrol to vehilerouting in an e�ort to better manage an important segment of the supply hain. TheInventory Routing Problem (IRP) onsists in designing routes for deliveries or pik-upsthat integrate issues of inventory management at ustomer sites. Three deisions have tobe made: (i) when to serve a ustomer; (ii) how muh to deliver (resp. pik-up) to (resp.from) a ustomer when it is served; and (iii) whih delivery (resp. pik-up) routes to use.Many variants are disussed in the literature (see the lassi�ation in Table 1 of Setion 2for a summary). Federgruen and Simhi-Levi [31℄ disuss the �rst studies on IRP, whilea reent survey is provided by Cordeau et al. [25℄.The appliation that motivates our study onern the design of routes for olleting asingle produt from ustomers who aumulate it in their stok. Our aim is to provide adeision aid algorithm for tatial planning. One needs �rst to dimension the size of thevehile �eet needed to ollet the produt. Then, among equal �eet size solutions, onean onsider several side objetives. Our industrial partner raised issues that are moreimportant to him that the traditional minimization of travel distanes (the latter is leftfor the operational planning model). One issue is to arrive at a solution where luster ofvisited points that are assigned to a vehile are gathered in a ompat geographial area.Hene, we attempt to minimize dispersion from a luster enter. Another issue onernsthe ease of the implementation of the planning. Hene, we impose a yli planning ofonstrained periodiity over the time horizon. The tatial solution should serve as a tar-get in operational planning so as to make the latter less myopi. Therefore, it is desirableto build robust solutions that resist to stohasti variation of the aumulation rate atthe operational level. A standard pratie is to aount for suh variations by reservingbu�er spae in the vehiles and/or the ustomer stoks, and/or by overestimating the�lling rates.The model onsidered here was, to the best of our knowledge, not expliitly onsid-ered in the literature, but many variants were. Most of the existing approahes tendto make restritive assumptions (suh as assuming a �xed partition poliy as explainedbelow) or to adopt a hierarhial optimization sheme where planning is deided beforerouting. Most approahes are heuristis with no warranty on the deviation to optimalityand are spei� to the problem variant. We develop a trunated branh-and-prie-and-utalgorithm ombined with rounding and loal searh heuristis that yields both primal so-2



lutions and dual bounds and hene allows to bound the deviation to optimality. Periodiplans are generated for vehiles by solving a multiple hoie knapsak subproblem. Theissues related to the onstrution of the ustomer planning are dealt with in a masterprogram. We were onfronted with the issue of symmetry in time that naturally arises inbuilding a yli shedule (yli permutations along the time axis de�nes alternative so-lutions). Central to our approah is a state-spae relaxation idea that allows to avoid thissymmetry. Our algorithm provides solutions with reasonable deviation to optimality forlarge sale problems (260 ustomers, 60 time periods, 10 vehiles) oming from industry.The paper is organized as follows. Setion 1 desribes our problem and spei�es ourassumptions. We then make a review of the existing literature (Setion 2). In Setion3, we outline our deomposition approah. The Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation eliminatesthe symmetry in vehile indexing (vehiles are idential) but not the symmetry in time.Hene, we model an average behavior by onsidering a single aggregate variable measuringhow many times a spei� route and assoiated pik-up quantities is used over all possiblestarting dates. In Setion 4 we ompare this aggregate formulation to the disrete timeformulation. Setion 5 presents the spei� features of our olumn generation approahto solve the master LP. Cutting planes and partial branhing are used to improve thedual bounds as presented in Setion 6. Heuristis based on olumn generation give primalbounds. A short review of suh methods is given in Setion 7. Our implementation ispresented in Setion 8. Finally, Setion 9 presents our results on an industrial test problemand ompares them with the urrent industrial pratie before onluding the paper.1 The Tatial Planning ProblemA �eet of vehiles is devoted to olleting a single produt from geographially dispersedsites. Eah site has its own aumulation rate and stok apaity. At the tatial planninglevel, �lling rates at olletion points are seen as deterministi. Beause of tehnial on-straints, the stok must be fully emptied on eah pik-up, so the inventory managementrule is what is known as an �order-up-to-level� poliy. Thus, the olleted quantities anbe normalized in number of periods that have passed sine the last visit. The ustomerstok apaity implies a maximum interval between two visits. The stok managementosts redue to the transportation osts.The problem is to design a planning and assoiated routes for olleting the produtfrom ustomers over a given time horizon. In fat, we onsider an in�nite time horizon3



but we searh for a periodi solution. We restrit the solution spae by imposing thatroute periodiities are seleted from a restrited set P . This implies a bound, T , on thetime horizon beyond whih the solution is repeated. T is the least ommon multiple(LCM) of the periodiities in P . For our study, we take P = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}1 and, hene,
T = 60. For eah route, we must selet its periodiity p ∈ P and its �rst ourrene,i.e. its starting date, s ≤ p. Then, the solution is H periodi where H is the LCM ofthe periodiities used in the solution. T ats as the maximal length of the regenerationyle, i.e. H ≤ T . Hene, T an be seen as the �nite time horizon that results from therestrition on the periodiities. The planning requirements boil down to ensuring thatthe stoks produed on eah period, t = 1 . . . , T , are piked-up in some route.The exat routing of vehiles is onsidered as an operational issue. In the tatialplanning model, we minimize �eet size and attempts �to regionalize� vehile routes. Inthe sequel, we abusively use of the term �route� to denote the planning restrited to aspei� vehile and a spei� period: a route is de�ned by the luster of visited ustomersites and the spei� quantities that are olleted on eah visited point (their sum annotexeed the vehile apaity); a vehile an only over one route per period. The objetivesare to minimize the maximum number of routes used per period (i.e. the size of the vehi-le �eet), and to ahieve some form of regional lusterization. We de�ne below a lusterost that estimates the regional ompaity of a luster. The objetive of our model is aweighted sum of the number of used vehiles per period and the average luster ost perperiod.The input to our model are the periodiity set, P , the resulting time horizon bound,
T (periods are indexed by t = 1, . . . , T ), and a set of ustomers, N , where 0 stands forthe garage where routes start from and 1 is the depot where vehiles are unloaded (let
N ′ = N\{0, 1} be its restrition to true ustomer sites). For eah ustomer, i ∈ N ′, weknow the maximum time lag between two visits, tmax

i , the normalized inventory �lling rateper period, ri, and the ollet time, fi. Moreover, we know the distane matrix betweensites: {dij}(ij)∈N×N denotes the shortest distanes between sites (in time unit). Finally,we have V idential vehiles of apaity W (we assume V ≥ ⌈
P

i tmax
i ri

W
⌉).A luster of visited ustomer sites, S ⊂ N , has a ost de�ned as the sum of thedistanes of the visited points to the luster enter. The latter is seleted as one of the1In our real-life data, the frequeny of visits that is indued by the maximum interval between twovisits falls naturally into set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} for 60% of the ustomers.4



visited points (it is the seed of the route). Thus, eah route is assoiated to a star in thegraph of ustomer points2. To be more aurate, the ost of a luster, S, that is builtaround a seed, k ∈ S, inludes a setup ost that is de�ned as length of a shortest pathfrom the garage to the depot passing by this seed, plus the seed ollet time, i.e., the �xedluster ost is ck = d0k + dk1 + fk, where d0k, dk1 are the travel times between the garage
0 or the depot 1 and the site k. Then, the onnetion ost for ustomer i to the seed
k is the ost of the best insertion of site i in the path garage-seed-depot plus its ollettime, i.e., cik = dik + min{d0i − d0k, d1i − d1k} + fi

3. Minimizing this measure favor thegrouping of ustomers who are geographially lose to eah other or who are on the pathgarage-seed-depot. The planning onstraints will indue the formation of lusters thatgroup ustomers sharing the same frequeny of ollet.A ompat formulation of the problem an be derived in terms of the following vari-ables: xiℓvps = 1 i� ustomer i ∈ N ′ is olleted a quantity equal to the aumulation ofits stok over ℓ ≤ tmax
i periods by vehile v that performs a route of periodiity p ∈ Pand starts in s ≤ p; yvps indiates the use of vehile v for a route of periodiity p ∈ Pthat starts in s ≤ p; zikvps = 1 i� ustomer i ∈ N ′ is visited by a route of seed k ∈ N ′performed by vehile v that has periodiity p ∈ P and starts at date s ≤ p (note that

zkkvps = 1 i� the ustomer k is a seed); and V max is the maximum number of vehilesthat are used in a period. We make use of an indiator vetor, δps, that tells us whethera vehile is used by a plan indexed by (p, s) in a given period t (if yvps = 1, vehile v isused in periods t ∈ {s, s + p, s + 2 p, . . .}):
δ

ps
t =

{

1 if ∃m ∈ IN suh that s + m ∗ p = t,

0 otherwise. (1)Similarly, we de�ne an indiator matrix, δℓps, saying whether the stok produed by austomer i ∈ N ′ in a given period t ∈ {1, . . . , T} is olleted by a plan indexed by (l, p, s)(if xiℓvps = 1, the prodution of ustomer i is olleted for periods t ∈ {s − ℓ + 1, . . . , s −
1, s, s − ℓ + 1 + p, . . . , s − 1 + p, s + p, . . .}):

δ
ℓlps
it =

{

1 if ∃m ∈ IN and τ ∈ {0, . . . , ℓ − 1} suh that s + m ∗ p − τ = t,

0 otherwise. (2)2Christo�des and Eilon [23℄ have shown that the expeted route length Do is monotonously linked tothe sum of radial distanes Dr between the ustomers and a given enter r : Do ≈ B
√

a
√

Dr, where Bis a onstant and a is the side of the square ontaining the ustomers. Thus, our radial ost an also beunderstood as an approximation of travel times.3This ost struture was used by Fisher and Jaikumar [32℄ for their heuristi to solve the VRP.5



Thus, our ompat formulation is:
min V max + α

∑

v,p,s

1

p

∑

i,k

(ckzkkvps + ckizikvps) (3)
∑

ℓ,v,p,s

δ
ℓps
it xiℓvps = 1 ∀i ∈ N ′, t = 1, . . . , T (4)

∑

k∈N ′

zikvps =
∑

ℓ

xiℓvps ∀i ∈ N ′, v, p, s (5)
zikvps ≤ zkkvps ∀i ∈ N ′, k ∈ N ′, v, p, s (6)

∑

i∈N ′,ℓ

ℓ ri xiℓvps ≤ Wyvps ∀v, p, s (7)
∑

v,p,s

δ
ps
t yvps ≤ V max ∀t = 1, . . . , T (8)
xiℓvps ∈ {0, 1} ∀i, ℓ, v, p, s (9)
yvps ∈ {0, 1} ∀v, p, s (10)

zikvps ∈ {0, 1} ∀k, i, v, p, s (11)
V max ∈ IN (12)where onstraints (4) ensure that, for eah ustomer, the stok produed in eah periodis olleted, onstraints (5) enfore the relation between variables x and z, onstraints(6) de�ne luster enters, onstraints (7) enfore the bound on the vehile apaity, andonstraints (8) determine the �eet size. The objetive (3) minimizes the number of vehilesused and inludes the average luster ost per period weighted by a oe�ient 0 ≤ α < 1whih balanes both terms.2 Literature ReviewTo larify the position of our appliation in the diversity of variants of the InventoryRouting Problem (IRP), we present a lassi�ation in Table 1. This review is fousedon deterministi approahes and deliberately omit other papers (as [40℄, f.i., where thestohasti IRP is formulated as a Markov deision proess). We then provide a briefsummary of the solution approahes that have been used. In the lassi�ation of Table1, we take 3 basi riteria to haraterize IRPs: the number of produts, the length ofthe time horizon (we speify T when the horizon involves multiple base periods), and thetype of demand. A more omprehensive lassi�ation ould be designed that ombinesall the variants of the VRP with the variants of the inventory management problem forustomers. Moreover, some studies onsider a prodution management problem for sup-pliers in addition to the ustomer inventory ontrol and routing model.6



Regarding, the number of produts, we note that in most of the problems enounteredin the literature, one transports a single produt type. When several produt types areonsidered, one has two situations: either the produts an be loaded in the same truk,or a truk has di�erent tanks and eah tank reeived a single produt type (f.i., in theproblem of delivering fuel to gas stations [6, 41, 48℄). In the multiple produt ase, one anoften return to the the single produt situation: either one an aggregate produts in asingle type with an average onsumption rate [34℄, or deouple the problem into indepen-dent produt problems [14, 53℄ (if produts are loaded in di�erent truks and ustomersare dupliated for eah produt), or onsider indistintive produts [8℄ (if produts areloaded in the same truks and ustomers are dupliated for eah produt).In the lassi�ation aording to the time horizon, we distinguish �nite versus in�nitehorizon. The horizon, T , is divided into base periods whih often stand for a day, but itould be a hour [1, 34℄ or a week as in our appliation. In some studies, one optimizes overa single period (T = 1) at the time and reiterates the proess on eah period. This hierar-hial optimization proedure, although sub-optimal, allows to adjust to operational data(reeiving real data every morning as in [20℄ or from the latter routes as in [35℄). Whendealing with multiple periods (T > 1), a lassial approah is to use a rolling horizon: theplanning is optimized on T periods, but the operational routes are implemented only forthe �rst τ < T periods and the proess reiterates from τ + 1 using updated data. (Thisis applied, f.i., in speial ases as in [53℄, where eah ustomer needs a single visit during
T ).Global optimization approahes over the T periods an be distinguished into opera-tional models that assume an initial situation [2, 4, 10, 22, 30℄ or tatial planning modelsthat aim at providing a periodi solution [34℄. An in�nite horizon is only used at the ta-tial level where one minimizes the average osts on the long term. In this ase, searhingfor an optimal solution an be very di�ult and solution an beome quikly imprati-able where the horizon of the regeneration yle is huge 4. To overome this drawbak,one often restrits the solution spae using replenishment strategies as for example:
(i) diret shipping: a tour delivers a single ustomer; or
(ii) zero inventory poliy: a ustomer is replenished if and only if its inventory is down tozero (with this poliy, however, the struture of the solution spae remains too omplex4Consider a vehile with unlimited apaity and 12 ustomers i = 1, . . . , 12, where ustomer i mustbe visited every i periods. If a route visits all 12 ustomers in period 1, it will be re-used only in period
27720 = LCM({1, . . . , 12}). 7



• 1 produt :
∗ horizon with a single period:� deterministi demands: [20℄;� stohasti demands: [35℄ (liquid propane);
∗ rolling horizon:� on-line demands: [8℄ (T= 2 to 5 days while τ = 1 day, gases: oxygen, nitro-gen...);� deterministi demands: [26℄ (T=2 periods while τ =1 period), [53℄ (T= 5days while τ = 1 day, gas), [14, 15℄ (T= 30 days while τ = 2 days, gas);� stohasti demands: [38, 7℄ (T=10 days while τ = 5 days, liquid propane);
∗ horizon with multiple periods:� deterministi demands: [34℄ (T= 6 days, supermarket hain, periodi solu-tion), [4, 10, 21, 22℄ (T= 30 days, ship routing of ammonia);� stohasti demands: [30℄ (T= 5 days);
∗ in�nite horizon:� deterministi demands: [1, 3, 12, 19, 52℄;

• multiple produts, loaded in same tank:
∗ in�nite horizon:� deterministi demands: [27℄ (frozen produts);� stohasti demands: [45℄;

• multiple produts, loaded in di�erent tanks:
∗ horizon with a single period:� deterministi demands: [6, 41, 48℄ (gas stations);
∗ horizon with multiple periods:� deterministi demands: [2℄ (liquid bulk produt by ship);Table 1: Classi�ation of previous studies on the Inventory Routing Problemto permit a reasonable searh, hene the following restrition is more ommon);

(iii) the �xed partition poliy [12℄: the set of ustomers is partitioned into disjoint setsand eah set is served separately, i.e., whenever a ustomer of the set is served, all the8



ustomers in that set must be served. Some extensions of the �xed partition poliy areproposed in the literature. In [3℄, the demand of a ustomer an be split in several lus-ters. In [1℄, the route of a luster is split into several sub-tours between whih the vehilereturns to the depot for re-loading;
(iv) power of two poliy [27℄: replenishment times are multiples of a power of two; and
(v) periodi review poliy [45℄: a periodiity (restrited to be a integer multiple of a baseperiod) and a replenishment level is set for eah ustomer.When dealing with a short time horizon at the operational level as in [8℄, the data areregularly updated and the route onstrution takes into aount an heterogeneous �eet,time windows, ... Whereas, at the tatial level, the studies often simplify the problemby onsidering an unlimited number of vehiles [3, 52℄, making restritive assumptionssuh that the �xed partition poliy [1, 3, 12, 34℄, or ignoring the storage apaity of theustomers [1, 12℄.Our third riteria for lassi�ation is the onsumption rate (or the �lling rate). It anbe deterministi or stohasti, stationary or time dependent (f.i., [34℄ assumes a deter-ministi time-varying demand). The stohasti ase is the losest to reality: the risk thata ustomer falls in stok-out exists. At the operational level, when a ustomer is in astok-out situation, he must be replenished by an urgent delivery at a high ost. To takesuh risk into aount, a probability of stok-out is de�ned. This probability permits toadd an error term to average rate [35℄, or to ompute the mean amount of demand in astok-out and the assoiated penalties [45℄ (at the tatial level, one ould ompute thesequantities for all time intervals).Using a deterministi model is either motivated by the desire to simplify the problem,or by the assumption that variation in onsumption rate are small, or it results fromhaving taken into aount the stohasti harater by way of safety threshold: for eahustomer, i, a maximum interval between two visits is de�ned suh that the probabilityto be in stok-out does not exeed a given probability pi [52℄; a safety stok is onsidered[27℄, or a bu�er spae an be reserved in truks [34℄. Finally, another way to restrit theproblem to a deterministi model is to onsider online demand. For instane, [8℄ de�neslower and upper limits on the amount of produt that must be delivered to eah ustomerin eah time period. Then, ustomers with a high level of variability, give a telephoneall to establish their exat inventory level. Stoks an also be monitored in real-timeusing sensors. In other appliations, users an manage risks with an interative interfae9



to hange shedules. For these online problems, [8, 53℄ develop heuristis to re-optimizethe planning daily in response to ontingenies suh as extra demand.Our lassi�ation hides some elements haraterizing the variants of the IRPs. Let usmention just a few that are related to our appliation. [10, 30, 52℄ assume that, on eahdelivery, the quantity delivered is suh that the maximum level of inventory is reahed(this is alled the order-up-to-level poliy). Then, the quantity delivered is de�ned bythe shedule and is not a deision variable, as in our model. Another onsideration iswhether a vehile is limited to exeute a single route per period, or whether it an over asequene of several onseutive routes with a visit to the depot in between eah sub-tourbefore going bak to the garage (this is alled a multi-tour or a rotation) as in [1, 35℄.The objetive funtion varies also depending on the stand point. When the deision-maker is the transporter, he minimizes transportation ost. If ustomers are in the sameompany as the transporter, inventory ost are minimized too. If the revenue dependson the quantity delivered, then the objetive is to maximize total pro�t [8, 20℄. Whenthe number of vehiles is unlimited, the average vehile requirement an be minimized [52℄.In view of the problem variants reported above, we an summarize the literature bysaying that none of the previous study deals with the same model as ours under the sameassumptions. The losest study is probably the paper of Webb and Larson [52℄. Theydeal with a tatial planning problem where the stok management poliy is an order-up-to-level poliy assuming deterministi onsumption rate. They show that the �xedpartition poliy ombined with order-up-to-level poliy is very restritive. They partitiontheir ustomers in subsets and de�ne for eah partition a set of routes that are repeatedperiodially. Their heuristi uses the onept of Clarke Wright savings. In our ase, theustomers are not partitioned a priori and our approah is based on an exat method.It is also interesting to onsider the size of the data for problems that are dealt within the literature. For example, the number of ustomers is limited to 15 in the ammoniadistribution by ship in [22℄ and it goes up to 3000 in liquid propane distribution in [35℄.Let us also look at the number of ustomers that are visited by a single vehile (a measureof the di�ulty of the vehile route generation subproblem): in [34℄, 2 supermarkets arereplenished by a vehile; in [6, 8℄, 4 ustomers or gas stations are served; while in ourappliation, around 10 points are olleted. Note that a route an take a few hours [53℄or several days as in ship routing [22℄. 10



Let us onlude this literature review with an overview of the solution approahes thathave been used to takle these omplex problems. Most are heuristis with no warrantyon the deviation to optimality and are spei� to the problem variant. However someasymptoti analysis of delivery poliies are provided in [3, 12, 19℄. Exat approahes havebeen used to solve very small problems: [21, 22℄ use a Branh-and-Prie algorithm, [4℄ aBranh-and-Cut algorithm. The existing heuristi approahes tend to adopt a hierarhialoptimization sheme where planning is deided before routing (f.i., see [15℄). In a �rststep, ustomers to be visited and/or replenishment volumes are de�ned for eah periodin trying to take into aount the impat on transportation osts (by generating a set ofpossible vehile routes a priori [8, 15℄, or by solving a TSP as in [35℄, or estimating a �xedost linked to routes as in [30℄). In the seond step, routes are developed for eah period(typially by an insertion heuristi followed by an exhange heuristi). These two stepsan be re-optimized iteratively by passing feedbak information as done in [45℄. Withthe �xed partition poliy, these two steps are �tted into eah other beause the hoieof lusters also de�nes the routes (one needs to solve a TSP for eah luster) and theplanning (one an solve a shortest path problem for eah luster as in [34℄, or solve aEOQ model as in [3, 12℄).Most methods somehow make use of a onept of deomposition with lassial sub-problems suh as a TSP, a VRP, a bin paking, a knapsak problem, or an EOQ model.The above two-step method amounts to deomposing the problem with the inventorymanagement on the one hand and the routing problem on the other hand. An expliitDantzig-Wolfe deomposition is used by [53℄ (the master problem manages inventory andsubproblems manage the routes), and by [21, 22℄ (the problem is deomposed into a shiproute subproblem for eah ship and a harbor inventory subproblem for eah harbor).[8, 20℄ base their heuristis on a Lagrangian relaxation whih deomposes the probleminto knapsak subproblems.3 A Dantzig-Wolfe Deomposition approahIn the line of the previous literature, a deomposition approah seems natural for thetatial inventory routing planning problem. We apply the Dantzig-Wolfe reformulationpriniple [51℄ to ompat formulation (3-8), dualizing the planning onstraints (4) andthe �eet size onstraints (8). The problem deomposes into a master program taking areof the inventory planning issues on one hand and subproblems de�ning routing lusterson the other hand (a subproblem solution de�nes a route speifying the visited ustomers11



with the quantities piked-up at eah site expressed in number of periods worth, its peri-odiity and its starting date).One the periodiity, p, of a route is �xed, as well as its starting date, s, and its seed,
k, the problem of seleting the members of the luster and assoiated piked-up quantitiesredues to a variant of the multiple hoie knapsak problem (noted MCKP). Let xiℓ = 1i� ustomer i is in the luster and the quantity that is olleted is its prodution of ℓperiods. The assoiated pro�t is piℓ. The MCKP takes the form:

max
∑

i,ℓ

piℓxiℓ (13)
∑

ℓ

xkℓ = 1 (14)
∑

ℓ

xiℓ ≤ 1 ∀ i 6= k (15)
∑

i,ℓ

ℓ ri xiℓ ≤ W (16)
xiℓ ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i, ℓ. (17)Constraint (14) determines the olleted quantity for seed k, onstraints (15) hoose atmost one olleted quantity for the other ustomers, and onstraint (16) is the knapsakonstraint enforing the bound on vehile load.Let {(cq, xq, pq, sq)}q∈Q be the enumerated set of periodi routes, q, that are de�nedas a solution, xq, to the above knapsak subproblem for a �xed triplet (k, p, s) alongwith its ost, cq, its periodiity, pq, and its starting date, sq. From the information givenby (xq, pq, sq), one an generate the indiator δq similarly to (1-2). Thus, the inventoryrouting problem an be reformulated as the master program:

Zd
IP = min V max + α

∑

q∈Q

cq

pq
λq (18)

∑

q

δ
q
itλq ≥ 1 ∀i ∈ N ′, t = 1, . . . , T (19)

∑

q

δ
q
t λq ≤ V max ∀t = 1, . . . , T (20)
λq ∈ {0, 1} ∀ q ∈ Q (21)

V max ∈ IN (22)where λq = 1 i� periodi route q is used, while V max is the maximum number of vehilesused in a period. Zd
LP denotes the assoiated LP relaxation value. The variables, λq,12



and assoiated olumns are generated dynamially in the ourse of the LP optimizationproedure using a olumn generation approah.The above formulation (18-22) avoids the symmetry in the vehile indexing v that waspresent in ompat formulation (3-8), but it still su�ers from a symmetry in t: equivalentsolutions an be de�ned that di�er only by a permutation in the hoie of starting dates.In searh for integer solutions, one might enumerate these equivalent solutions. Moreover,the instability in dual variables π and σ assoiated respetively to onstraints (19) and(20) for every period t is harmful for the onvergene of the olumn generation proedureused to ompute dual bounds. To avoid these drawbaks, we aggregate periods and modelan average behavior. Tehnially speaking, we implement a state-spae relaxation in thespae of the olumns: aggregating all olumns that di�er only by their starting dates, sq,we projet our olumn spae as follows:
{(cq, xq, pq, sq)}q∈Q → {(cr, xr, pr)}r∈R.To eah olumn, r ∈ R, is assoiated a set, Q(r), of olumns, q ∈ Q, suh that r is theprojetion of q:

Q(r) = {q ∈ Q : cq = cr, xq = xr, pq = pr, sq ∈ {1, . . . , pr}} .While the former formulation is referred to as the disrete time master problem, thereformulation obtained after performing this mapping is alled the aggregate master. Ittakes the form:
Za

IP = min V aver + α
∑

r∈R

cr

pr
λr (23)

∑

r∈R,l

ℓ

pr
xr

iℓ λr ≥ 1 ∀ i ∈ N ′ (24)
∑

r∈R

1

pr
λr ≤ V aver (25)
λr ∈ IN ∀ r ∈ R (26)

V aver ∈ IN, (27)where λr is the total number of times that a vehile uses periodi route r (λr =
∑

q∈Q(r) λq),and V aver is the average number of vehiles used per period (V aver ≤ V max). Con-straints (19) are replaed by (24): eah route overs a fration of the aggregate demand.13



Constraints (20) are replaed by (25): eah route uses a fration of a vehile (the same fra-tion in eah period, in this average model). The dual values, πi, assoiated to onstraints(24) represent now the average ollet ost for ustomer i. Za
LP denotes the assoiated LPrelaxation value. In a olumn generation solution approah of the master LP, the priingore subproblem takes the form (13-17) as for the disrete master formulation, but onedoes not have to enumerate on eah possible starting date anymore, as dual reward aretime independent.4 Comparing disrete and aggregate master programWe show that disrete and aggregate master program have the same optimal LP solu-tion, but the solution of the aggregate master by olumn generation is muh faster (seeTable 2). Hene, we use the aggregate master to ompute dual bounds. However, froman integer solution point of view, both formulations are not equivalent: the aggregateformulation is a relaxation of the problem. Hene, the disrete time formulation remainsuseful for omputing primal bounds through heuristis.Let us �rst illustrate the mapping between disrete and aggregate master solutions ona simple example. Consider a problem with two ustomers and a solution involving twoaggregate routes. Route A ollets the prodution of 2 periods from ustomer 1 every 2periods. Route B ollets the prodution of 3 periods from ustomer 2 every 3 periods.In short notation, we have

• route A: 0 − 1(2) − 0 with pA = 2,
• route B: 0 − 2(3) − 0 with pB = 3,where the digit in the parentheses is the olleted quantity. The LP solutions of bothformulations an be represented in the form of the following table:

λr in the aggregate form. λq in the disrete form. t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6
λA = 1

λA1 = 1
2

sA1 = 1 X X X

λA2 = 1
2

sA2 = 2 X X X

λB = 1

λB1 = 1
3

sB1 = 1 X X X X

λB2 = 1
3

sB2 = 2 X X X X

λB2 = 1
3

sB3 = 3 X X X XFor the aggregate formulation, eah route is taken one. In the disrete formulation, pdisrete time olumns are assoiated to eah aggregate route, one for eah starting date.14



The value λq of eah olumn is 1
pq . In the right part of the table, we indiate, alongwith the olumn value, the periods where the vehile is used by a sign and we markby a Xsign the period for whih the assoiated ustomer demand is olleted by the route.With the intuition of this example, it is lear that every aggregate LP solution, {λ̂r}r,of (23-27) an be translated into a disrete time solution, {λ̂q}q, to (18-22): the mapping,

λ̂q =
1

pr
λ̂r ∀r, q ∈ Q(r) , (28)de�nes a solution suh that V̂ max = V̂ aver and Ẑd

LP = Ẑa
LP . Note that an alter-native disrete solution (λ, V max) other that the above symmetri mapping (where

V̂ max = V̂ aver) ould yield V max > V̂ aver, and therefore an inrease ost value. Hene,restriting the disrete LP-solution spae to time symmetri solution is not suboptimal.The reverse mapping is trivial. Simply set
λ̂r =

∑

q∈Q(r)

λ̂q ∀r . (29)Then, V̂ aver ≤ V̂ max and therefore Ẑa
LP ≤ Ẑd

LP . From the above mappings, we anonlude that if the disrete master solution is LP optimal for (18-22), then we must have
V̂ aver = V̂ max (otherwise, use transformation (29) followed by (28) to redue V̂ max).Thus, we have shown thatProposition 4.1 The LP optimal solution of the disrete master (18-22) an be trans-formed in an LP optimal solution of the aggregate master (23-27) with the same ost
Zd∗

LP = Za∗
LP and vie versa.To evaluate the omparative advantage of the aggregate master over solving the dis-rete master LP by olumn generation, we have arried-on omparative tests on realand randomly generated instanes. In Table 2, instanes named �IND8� and �IND27�are extration from real-life industrial data with respetively 8 and 27 ustomers (resultsare averages on multiple suh extrations). Instanes named �RAND100� are random in-stanes with 100 ustomers imitating the real problem for the order of magnitude of �llingrates ri's and maximal time interval between visits tmax

i 's. The ustomer oordinates aregenerated aording to 3 shemes: urban, rural or mixed. Aording to a sheme, a regionis ut up into squares with spei�ed probability that a ustomer falls in these squares.One the square area to whih a ustomer belong has been randomly generated, its o-ordinates within the square are generated aording to an uniform distribution. Travel15



times are then assumed to be proportional to Eulidean distanes. (We make these ran-dom instanes available on our web site [37℄.) Table 2 reports the number of generatedolumns, �Col�, and the overall time spent in omputing the LP optimal solution, �Time�.All omputational times are on a PC bi-pro. Xeon 3GHz, 2Go. A limit of 1 hour is set.Missing inputs orrespond to the ase where this time limit is reahed. On the RAND100,using the disrete formulation inrease the omputing time by a fator of at least 15.disrete form. aggregate form.instanes Col Time Col TimeIND8 (average over 5 inst.) 71 1s75t 20 25tIND27 (average over 10 inst.) - >1h 123 5sRAND100 (average over 6 inst.) - >1h 701 3m52sTable 2: Numerial omparison of LP solution omputing e�ortLet us now show that both formulations are not equivalent from an integer solutionpoint of view. Some aggregate integer solutions do not have their feasible ounterpart inthe disrete formulation as illustrated by the following examples. Let us �rst return onthe previous example where one had an integer solution to the aggregate master using
V aver = 1 ≥ 1

2
+ 1

3
vehiles. One an observe that no matter how one hooses the startingdates, there is always one period where both routes require a vehile; thus, there is nofeasible integer solution to the disrete problem using only 1 vehile. Consider for anotherillustration a problem where ustomer 1 that has tmax

1 = 3 is visited by 2 routes:
• route A: 0 − · · · − 1(3) − · · · − 0 with pA = 6, and
• route B: 0 − · · · − 1(2) − · · · − 0 with pB = 4.The routes are presented in the following table from the point of view of ustomer 1 for�xed starting dates (sA = 5 and sB = 2 respetively) � we make use of the same notationas above: t1 t2 t3 t4 t5 t6 t7 t8 t9 t10 t11 t12route A δA

1t X X X Xroute B δB
1t X X XAssume the aggregate solution has λA = λB = 1. Although these starting dates avoidon�its for vehile use, the prodution of ustomer 1 is not properly olleted. In fat,there is no integer disrete planning using these 2 routes as any seletion of starting dateswould leave some demands unsatis�ed while over-overing others. In onlusion, even16



though the aggregate integer solution an sometimes be translated into a feasible solu-tion for the disrete formulation, this annot be guaranteed as the aggregate formulationde�nes a relaxation of the problem. Hene, we work with the disrete time formulationwhen it omes to onstruting primal integer solutions.5 Solving the Aggregate Master LPWe brie�y present the olumn generation proedure that we use to solve the aggregatemaster LP detailing only the appliation spei� features. We initialize the master formu-lation with arti�ial olumns assoiated to onstraints (24): arti�ial olumn i is de�nedby the unit vetor ei (the ith olumn of identity matrix) for i = 1, . . . , |N ′|. Its ostde�nes an initial upper bound on the dual value πi (see [50℄). We run a dual heuristi toobtain meaningful upper bounds on dual variable values, πi. These bounds are then useas initial ost for the arti�ial olumns. ([13℄ shows the impat on the onvergene of theolumn generation proedure of an intelligent initialization that redues the heading-ine�et as it alled in [50℄.) In solving the master LP, we perform a ombined phase 1 andphase 2: if arti�ial variables remain in the LP optimal solution, their ost is multipliedby 1.8 and the olumn generation starts again. However, if we fail to eliminate arti�ialolumns from the master solution after several ost inreases, we perform a pure phase 1,keeping only the arti�ial olumns in the objetive funtion.The dual heuristi goes as follows. In an �ideal� solution, eah ustomer i is olletedat its optimal frequeny peri = max{p ∈ P, p ≤ tmax
i }; a vehile uses its full apaityand ollets on average n = ⌈ W

(
P

i ri tmax
i )/|N ′|

⌉ ustomers that are lose neighbors. Morerealistially, we assume for our dual heuristi that a luster ontains ustomers who aremore spaed out geographially: we assume that a ustomer i an be onneted to oneof the 2 n nearest neighbors. Thus, we estimate the ontribution of ustomer i to theinter-ustomer travel ost to be P

j∈Ni
dij

2 n
where Ni is the set of the 2 n losest neighborsto ustomer i. To this ost, we must add the �xed ollet ost, fi, and an estimate ofthe garage-depot return trip: ustomer i ontribution to the latter is estimated by d0i+d1i

n
.Considering that, at LP optimality, ∑

i π
∗
i = V aver∗ + α

∑

r
cr

pr λ
∗
r, the average olletost per period, πi, should also inlude a �xed ost for vehile use. The latter is derivedby estimating V aver∗: if we assume that lusters are ideally made of ustomers sharingthe same frequeny, p ∈ P , and that vehiles are devoted to one frequeny group, wean derive that they would be m(p)

n
lusters of periodiity p, where m(p) is the numberof ustomers i with peri = p. Then, m(p)

p n
vehiles would be required to over ustomers17



of ideal frequeny equal to p. Thus, on average, the �xed vehile ost attributed to austomer an be estimated by P

p(m(p)
p n

)

|N ′|
. In summary, our estimator of the ontribution ofustomer i to the total ost is

∑

p(
m(p)
p n

)

|N ′| + α
fi + d0i+di1

n
+

P

j∈Ni
dij

2 n

peri
. (30)As these πi estimates are optimisti, we use as initial values for the πi upper bounds, thevalue given by (30) multiplied by a fator 1.2.One the master is initialized with the above arti�ial olumns, a standard olumngeneration proedure follows. In searh for the smallest redued ost olumns, we feedthe dual information π and σ to the priing problem solver. The latter iterates on eahperiodiity p and possible seed k, solving the assoiated ore multiple hoie knapsakproblem (13-17) having set piℓ = ℓπi − αcki for eah ℓ ≤ min{tmax

i , p}. The oralefor the multiple hoie knapsak is the dynami program of Pisinger [44℄. The asso-iated solution value is denoted ζpk(π). The redued ost of the optimal olumn r∗ is
c(π, σ) = minp∈P,k∈N ′

1
p
(σ + αck − ζpk(π)).Some preproessing is performed to speed up the proess. If πk ≤ 0, then site k annotbe a seed in an optimal solution. For a �xed i and k, xiℓ an be set to zero if ℓπi ≤ αcki.For a �xed k and p, a ut o� value on ζpk(π) is de�ned from the best redued ost valueenountered on previous pairs (k, p), denoted cbest: we want 1

p
(σ +αck −ζpk(π)) ≤ cbest,thus σ + αck − p cbest de�nes an lower bound on ζpk(π) (in partiular, if the knapsakproblem LP relaxation does not satisfy this bound the problem an be uto�). In pra-tie, the enumeration of the multiple hoie knapsak subproblems stops as soon as aolumn with negative redued ost is found (if none suh olumn is found, the optimalityis proved). In our numerial tests, we noted that stopping the enumeration of the priingproblem as soon as a olumn with negative redued ost is found (instead of searhing thebest olumn at eah iteration) divides the time by a fator 3.4. Hene, we always use thisstrategy. To inrease the hanes to quikly generate good olumns, we enumerate peri-odiities p from the largest down to the smallest (in the LP solution, olumns with largerperiodiities are more likely to be used). The seeds, k, are sorted by dereasing ratio ofestimated pro�t (= πk ∗min{p, tmax

k }) over estimated luster ost (= d0k+d1k+
P

i∈Nk
cik

2 n+2
). Apost-optimization improves the returned olumn: the seed seletion is re-optimized andthe smallest periodiity p = maxi{ℓ : xiℓ = 1} is omputed (it an be shown that themaster LP solution an be restrited to olumns having minimal periodiity).18



6 Adding Cuts and Performing Partial BranhingAggregate master LP dual bounds an be slightly improved using a utting plane proe-dure. We derive uts from onstraints (24) using a rounding proedure. To illustrate thesort of frational solution that we aim to ut o�, onsider the following example. Assumea ustomer i, with tmax
i = 5, is visited by a single route of periodiity 6 whih overs 5

6of its demand. To over the average demand, this route is taken 1.2 times in the LPsolution. An integer solution should use suh route at least twie or it should over theresidual demand with another route. A valid inequality to ut this solution is:
∑

r,ℓ: ℓ=pr

xr
iℓ λr +

1

2

∑

r,ℓ: ℓ 6=pr

xr
iℓ λr ≥ 1,saying that, to over any two onseutive periods, one needs either one route whih oversall demand or two routes. Suh uts an be generalized into

∑

r,ℓ: hℓmod p = 0

ℓ

p
xr

iℓ λr +
∑

r,ℓ: hℓmod p 6= 0

(⌈hℓ

p
⌉ − hℓ

p
) xr

iℓ λr ≥ 1 ∀i ∈ N ′, h ∈ IN . (31)These inequalities an be proved valid: they are obtained from (24) using a super-additivefuntion (following Proposition 4.1, page 229, in [42℄) and the equality ∑

r h ℓ
p
xr

iℓλr = hthat derives from (24) in its equality form. The super-additive funtion takes the form:
Fγ; IR → IR; Fγ(d) = ⌊d⌋ +

(d − ⌊−d⌋ − γ)+

1 − γwith parameter γ hosen suh that 0 ≤ γ = 1 − ǫ < 1 and (.)+ := max{0, .} (the super-additivity is proved in Proposition 4.7, page 233, in [42℄). Note that when tmax
i = 1, (31)are dominated by (24) sine, when h mod p 6= 0, ⌈h

p
⌉− h

p
≥ 1

p
. Similarly, when h = T , (24)dominates (31), and when h = T −1, (24) is equivalent to (31). Moreover, onstraints (31)are T−periodi in h. Thus, we onsider uts (31) for integer h ranging from 1 to T − 2.As their number is polynomial, separation an be ompleted by enumeration. One anstop as soon as a violated ut is found. To have a better hane to �nd violated ut earlyin the proess, the enumeration is made aording to some observations. In pratie, theinequalities with small values of h are more likely to be violated, just as the ones onern-ing ustomers i with a large tmax

i but that is not equal to Pmax. After adding a ut, wereturn to the olumn generation proedure. The struture of the priing problem does nothange, as only the pro�ts piℓ are a�eted. In order to keep the feasibility of the masterafter adding uts, a global arti�ial variable is used. Its ost is an estimation of solutionost (we set it equal to the sum over ustomer i of estimators (30)). The ontribution of19



these uts to dual bound improvement is limited as shown in our numerial experimentsbelow.To further improve dual bounds, we perform a partial enumeration sheme: we branhonly on variable V aver. Given the struture of our objetive that fouses on vehiles use,this branhing has an important impat on the bound. Assume V aver = β 6∈ IN in theroot node aggregate master LP solution, we de�ne two branhes(Node 1) V aver ≤ ⌊β⌋ or V aver ≥ ⌈β⌉ (Node 2) . (32)In node 1, the branhing onstraint is very restriting: this branh an often be provedinfeasible. In node 2, V aver is typially integer as a result of the branhing onstraintand the ost an sometime inrease signi�antly.To evaluate the impat of uts and partial branhing on the dual bound, we have madeomparative tests on the real and randomly generated instanes of similar to those of Se-tion 4. We have 5 instanes extrated from real-life data with 60 ustomers on average,this group is named �IND60�, and 2 bigger instanes with 172 and 157 ustomers, named�IND172� and �IND157�. Moreover, we use the 10 random instanes with 100 ustomernamed �RAND100� that are the same instanes as those generated for Setion 4.On this test bed, the dual bound improvements observed by adding ut are small (lessthan 2%). However, uts hange the struture of the LP solution: in the LP solutionbefore adding uts, the lusters are all 6-periodi, whereas lusters have periodiity of 1up to 6 in the LP solution after adding uts. In the dynami ut generation proedure,on average only 7.63% of the valid inequalities (31) are added to the formulation. Onthe other hand, the improvements obtained through partial branhing an get bigger (de-pending on the instane and, more spei�ally, on the frational part of V aver), it rangesfrom less than 1% up to more than 15%. To evaluate these bound improvements, weompute the gap to a primal solution (obtained as explained in Setion 8). In Table 3, wepresent the gap obtained at the root of the branh-and-prie tree, �gap-root�, the gap tothe bound obtained after adding ut, �gap-ut�, and the gap to the bound obtained afterpartial branhing, �gap-br�, as well as ombining the latter two, � gap-br-ut� (we allon the utting plane proedure only at node 2 after rounding up V aver). The root nodedual bound is improved by 12.42% when using both uts and partial branhing (whihamounts to a 58.5 % improvement in the gap on average).20



Name gap-root gap-ut gap-br gap-br-utav RAND100 22.81 21.31 10.37 9.24av IND60 26.38 25.51 12.51 11.83IND172 16.46 15.59 8.65 7.89IND157 15.40 14.39 5.83 5.11av 17 inst 23.05 21.80 10.63 9.67Table 3: Dual bound improvements obtained from utting planes and partial branhingWe also attempt to evaluate the omputational burden of adding uts by omparingomputational times. The bulk of the time (around three quarter of the time) is spentin the re-optimization of the master by olumn generation after eah round of additionaluts. However, we observed on our test bed that the average time spent in the uttingplane proedure (inluding re-optimization of the master) is divided by 3 when we returnthe �rst violated ut found instead of the more violated ut (keep in mind our spei�order in whih we test ut violation). Furthermore, when we add 10 uts during the sameiteration (instead of one at the time), we divide again the time spent in the utting planeproedure by 1.35. This time is further divided by 1.18 if we solve the priing problemexatly only every 20 iterations.When branhing on V aver, proving the infeasibility of Node 1 an be very time on-suming too. To ontrol this, we limit the number of arti�ial variable ost inreases to 3,after whih we perform a pure phase 1. In the Table 4, we show how the omputing time isshared between the di�erent omponent of our dual bound omputation. The overall timespent in omputing our best dual bound (using uts and partial branhing) varies from 10minutes for the smallest instanes up to more than 2 hours for the largest. The olumns ofTable 4 indiate the average perentage of that time spent in the priing problem, "PP",in solving the restrited master, "RM", in the utting plane generation proedure (whihinludes separation and re-optimization), "CP" , in the separation proedure alone, �Sep�,and in the di�erent nodes: the root of the branh-and-prie tree, "N0", the branh where
V aver is rounded down, "N1", and the branh where V aver is rounded up, "N2".PP RM CP Sep N0 N1 N210.84 8.14 73.49 4.14 5.87 16.17 77.91Table 4: Average time partition (in %)

21



7 A short review of heuristis based on olumn gener-ationSeveral lassial heuristis an be adapted to the ontext of a olumn generation approahto obtain primal bounds. Let us brie�y review previous work where greedy, loal searh,rounding or other LP based heuristis have been used in a deomposition approah.Solving the Restrited Master Integer Program (RMIP): A natural way toobtain an integer solution is to solve the master restrited to the set of generated olumnsas an integer program (by Branh-and-Bound). One an set a limit on the time andnumber of nodes allowed by the solver. Then, a depth-�rst-searh might be the beststrategy. Implementations of this approah vary mainly by the de�nition of the restritedolumn set Q: Q an ontain some or all the olumns generated during the LP optimiza-tion proedure [18, 17, 16℄ or olumns generated during other heuristi algorithms [47, 46℄.Implementing a Greedy Heuristi (GH): A greedy heuristi for the set overingtype formulation de�ned by the master program onsists in iteratively adding a greedyseleted olumn in the partial solution until feasibility is reahed. Implementation vari-ants onern the riteria for seleting the olumn to add to the partial solution. It an bebased on the olumn osts, the ratio of their osts to their ontribution to the set overingonstraints, or their redued ost. The latter an be omputed exatly or approximately;using dual prie estimates obtained from a dual heuristi or LP optimal dual pries. Onean restrit its attention to olumns that are �proper� (see [51℄) for the residual problem.In [43℄, the olumn seletion riterion is the redued ost omputed with LP optimal dualvalues, while in [9℄ dual pries are updated after �xing a olumn. In [16, 24℄ olumns areseleted based on �pseudo-osts�.Rounding Heuristi based on the LP master solution (RH):A rounding heuris-ti is a heuristi searh plunging depth into the branh-and-prie tree: eah branh onsistsin seleting a master olumn with frational value and rounding it up; at eah node, theresidual master program is re-optimized. Generating new olumns in the proess of opti-mizing the linear relaxation of the residual problem is an important feature for the suessof the approah as it allows to onstrut feasible solutions (while the RMIP approah of-ten fails to obtain feasible primal solutions). It is indeed to be notied that the solutionspae of the residual problem an be quite di�erent from that of the original problemand hene olumns that were generated at the root might quikly beome obsolete. The22



greedy heuristi approah an be seen as a speial ase where only one olumn is generatedin the re-optimization. Observe that rounding a frational olumn downwards is not anoption beause the priing problem should then be amended to avoid regenerating thisspei� olumn. However, a variant an be to round variables of the original formulationinstead of that of the Dantzig-Wolfe reformulation ([28, 36℄ branh on variables of thepriing problem).The literature reports on several other variants of the RH approah. The root nodemaster LP an be solved at optimality or not (as in [33℄). The re-optimization afterbranhing an also be trunated (see [11, 49℄). The seletion of the olumn(s) to berounded is ruial: it an be hosen aording to LP value [33, 49℄, or using a greedysore that an ombined LP information with greedy arguments [11℄. One an �x oneolumn at a time [43, 49℄ or several [9, 33, 36, 39℄. The RH an be ombined with the twoabove approahes: the RH an be stopped early and a RMIP approah or a greedy heuris-ti an be applied to the residual problem (as in [9, 39℄). Partial baktraking an allowto diversify the searh de�ned by the deterministi plunge into the branh-and-prie tree([49℄ explores di�erent branhes hanging from the root; [9, 28, 33, 39℄ hange the valueof some variables and re-apply the RH), or, if some randomness is used for seleting therounded variables, several passes of the RH proedure might be applied. Finally, the RHheuristi an be applied before reahing LP optimality [28℄ or between eah ut generationphase [9℄, or from di�erent branh-and-prie tree nodes.Loal Searh Heuristis (LS): In the ontext of a olumn generation approah,loal searh onsists in exploring the neighborhood of the urrent master solution, λ̂,in searh for a better solution and to repeat this proedure. To the urrent solution,
λ̂, one assoiates a set of olumns, Q(λ̂), that is typially de�ned as the support of λ̂plus some extra �good� olumns. A neighbor solution is de�ned by modifying olumnset Q(λ̂) (by removing and adding olumns) and extrating a new solution from thenewly de�ned restrited master. Meta-heuristis an then be implemented from this LSparadigm (f.i., [24℄ proposes a simulated annealing approah to a utting stok problemwhere the solution extrated from a olumn set Q is de�ned by solving heuristially therestrited master integer program and a neighbor solution is obtained by removing andadding olumns to Q; a similar approah is used in [5℄). Column subset an be extratedfrom a pool, or new olumns might be generated in the proess of building a solutionfrom a given olumn subset. Other referenes to LS in a olumn generation ontext havea di�erent aim: [18℄ develops ollaborative approahes between olumn generation and23



LS where a loal searh heuristi is made less myopi using LP information derived from aolumn generation solution proedure; [29℄ uses olumn generation to optimize the hoieof a neighbor in a large neighborhood.8 Primal solutions to the tatial planning problemWe now outline how the above methods, denoted RMIP, GH, RH, and LS, an be imple-mented for our appliation and we omment on the performane of our implementation.In all ases, the primal solutions are de�ned for the disrete master formulation. However,any LP information (primal or dual) required by the heuristis is obtained by solving theaggregate master program. When a partial solution is reorded or updated, master andpriing problems must be updated too. In the disrete master, the right-hand-side ofustomer demand overing onstraints is set to zero for pairs (i, t) already olleted in thepartial solution and a �xed number of vehiles is reorded as already used in the vehileupper bound onstraints for some periods. In the aggregate master, the frations of de-mand remaining to be overed are adjusted, while the average vehile use is updated. Wepass on to the priing problem, restritions that are spei� to some starting dates (newroutes must not over demands that are already overed, or annot use a vehile in peri-ods where no more vehiles are available). Hene, even when dealing with the aggregatemaster, one must iterate on di�erent ore priing sub-problems for eah starting dates.To implement the RMIP heuristi approah, we de�ne the restrited set of olumnsas all the olumns generated during the LP solution of the aggregate master whih wedupliate for eah feasible starting dates. We formulate the restrited disrete masterprogram using the disrete variables: λrs = 1 if the aggregate olumn r is taken with thestarting date s. Our omputational experiments show that solving the restrited disretemaster program to integer optimality is quite omputationally intensive. Indeed, for in-stanes with 100 ustomers, we have found no solution after 2 hours of omputing time.This is partially due to the inherent symmetry in the disrete master program. Hene,we abandon our hope to generate primal solutions in this way.In our implementation of the GH approah, we generate an aggregate olumn om-patible with the partial solution to the disrete master by solving the priing problemat optimality. This olumn is �xed to value one and a starting date is randomly hosenamong the feasible possibilities. We all this heuristi twie: one at the outset of thealgorithm, using our dual heuristi to obtain dual prie estimates (30); and a seond time,24



at the end of the LP optimization of the aggregate master, using the LP optimum dualpries. Computational tests on the instanes of Setion 6 are reported in Table 5. Theolumns gives the instane lass name, the gaps to the best dual bounds of Setion 6, thetotal time, and the perentage of this time spent in the greedy heuristi. GH is quite fastbut the optimality gap are important. Indeed, we observed that extra olumns must typ-ially be seleted to omplete the last holes in the planning and this indues an inreasein the number of vehiles that are used.Name gap Total time % of time spent in GHav RAND100 55.23 1m32s 8av IND60 36.50 33s 8IND172 64.28 8m45s 8IND157 40.04 3m30s 12av 17 inst 49.36Table 5: Results for the Greedy HeuristiThe implementation of the RH is more omplex. We ompared several implementa-tions varying on the riteria for seleting a olumn from the aggregate master LP solution.We also tested di�erent ways of �xing the starting date of the seleted olumns. We variedthe e�ort put in re-optimizing the aggregate master LP assoiated to the residual problem.We tested diversi�ation strategies through partial baktraking. And, we tried allingthe RH at di�erent stages. Observe that, in the proess of the RH, one might enounteran integer solution to the aggregate master (this often happens after �xing a large part ofthe variables). Then, it remains to see whether there exists an assoiated integer solutionto the disrete master residual problem. To this end, we solve to IP optimality the laterdisrete master restrited to the urrent pool of olumns. The fat that a partial solutionshas already been �xed not only redues the size of the residual problem but also breaksthe symmetry. Hene, these restrited disrete masters an be solved quikly in pratie(ontrary to our experiene with the RMIP approah).In Table 6, we ompare several variants of the RH on the test problems of Setion6. The variant named �Basi� onsists in alling RH on the LP optimal solution to theaggregate master at the root node. The number of iterations in re-optimizing the masterLP is bounded by 300. We diversify the searh by alling the RH 3 times, ensuring thatthe �rst olumn being rounded-up is di�erent on eah 3 passes. The rounded olumn andits starting date are both hosen using a deterministi riterion: we selet the olumn
r and the starting date s with the smallest sore based on the ratio of olumn ost per25



unit of onstraint satisfation. The olumn ost is equal to δrs + α cr

pr where δrs = 1 ifone must use an additional vehile after this �xation. The onstraint satisfation measureonsiders onstraints (24) and (25). It is de�ned as P

i,ℓ ℓxiℓ

pr × pr =
∑

i,ℓ ℓxiℓ. This basivariant is ompared to others. The implementation named �Random� onsists in seletingthe rounded-up olumn, r, randomly, with a probability proportional to min(λr, 1) and�xing its starting date randomly. Variant named �100g� is the basi variant where theaggregate master LP re-optimization is limited to 100 iterations of the olumn genera-tion proedure. Variant named �every200� onsists in applying the basi variant every200 iterations of the olumn generation proedure (if there is no arti�ial olumns in the
LP solution). Variant named �ut� onsists in applying the RH after the utting planeproedure (on a solution that is very frational).Table 6 reports optimality gaps, number of vehiles used in the primal solution, V ,and total omputing times. RH provides better solutions than GH. The fastest variantis obviously �100g�. Note that the omputing time for �ut� is large due to the di�ultyin re-optimizing the master after adding uts. With �Random�, we have no solution forIND157. The variant with the best optimality gap and a minimal number of vehilesis �Basi�. In Table 7, we report even better results obtained by alling �Basi� at rootnode and after branhing on V aver: the average gap is 11.66%. For all instanes butone, we an show that the number of vehiles used in our primal solution is minimumbeause we have branhed on V aver and Node 1 has been proved infeasible. By imposingsome restritions on the solution spae, suh as further restriting the set P = {1, 2, 3},we sometime get even smaller optimality gaps (we then obtain a gap of 9,67% on average).Name av RAND100 av IND60 IND172 IND157 av 17 instgap V Time gap V Time gap V Time gap V Time gap VBasi 14.12 4 10m5s 18.39 3.2 3m33s 6.89 6 37m56s 10.86 7 42m3s 14.76 4.05Random 41.43 5.5 10m1s 38.31 4 3m50s 17.83 7 1h12m NO 14m42s100g 15.04 4 4m41s 27.2 3.4 1m47s 8.993 6 20m58s 14.77 7 9m23s 21.18 4.11every200 14.30 4.1 19m57s 25.88 3.4 5m57s 6.896 6 37m56s 6.586 7 1h45m49s 16.82 4.18ut 32.55 4.9 46m23s 19.86 3.2 14m46s7 7.041 6 1h54m32s 25.85 8 2h25m23s 26.92 4.65Table 6: Comparing variants of the Rounding Heuristi.For LS, we obtain a neighbor solution by removing a few olumns from the urrentinteger solution and re-building a omplete integer solution with the above basi roundingheuristi proedure. The hoie of olumns temporarily deleted from the pool is impor-tant. We test two variants: either a random seletion of 6 (= Pmax) olumns are deleted26



Name gap V Total time % of time spent in RHav RAND100 12.29 4 18m22s 90av IND60 11.75 3 6m10s 78IND172 5.574 6 1h22m2s 79IND157 10.86 7 1h30m16s 91av 17 inst 11.66 4Table 7: Basi Rounding Heuristi alled at the root and after branhing.from the primal solution, or we make a deterministi seletion as follows. We deleteolumns from the primal solution that seem to be �poor�. We arbitrarily assess a olumnas poor if its load is less than 1
3
W . If none quali�es as poor, we pik a olumn at random.This �rst seletion of olumns is denoted by set Q0. Then, we selet as andidate fordeletion along Q0, other olumns that either onern the same periods (a set denoted Q1)or share the same vehile (a set denoted Q2). The purpose is to favor the exhanges ofustomers between lusters used in the same periods and to attempt to free a vehile. Q1is the set of olumns from the primal solution that have the same periodiity and startingdate than a olumn in Q0. Q2 is the set of olumns from the primal solution that have thesame periodiity than a olumn in Q0 and result in a derease in the number of vehileused when deleted from the solution. Q0∪Q1∪Q2 de�nes the set of andidate olumns fordeletion. From Q1, we pik at most 1 olumn for eah pair of periodiity and starting date,that with the minimum sore distr

W−loadr ∗ (1 + nbDelr

2
), where distr represents the distanebetween r and the losest deleted olumns from Q0 (i.e., the distane between ustomersin the two olumns), loadr is the load and nbDelr is the number of times that olumnhas been deleted in past trial. Similarly, we pik at most one olumn from Q2 for eahperiodiity p and starting date s. Rebuilding a solution with the RH is omputationallyexpensive. Hene, we restrit the number of trial in our exploration of the neighborhoodto at most 10. In rebuilding a solution with the RH, the �rst rounded-up olumn is notseleted among olumns that have just been deleted or that have already been seletedas �rst olumn in previous trial.In Table 8, we ompare these two variants in trying to improve the �rst solution foundby the RH, i.e., the test is limited to a single appliation of the LS algorithm startingfrom the �rst primal solution that we enounter, with at most 10 trial in exploring theneighborhood of a solution. Table 8 reports the improvement, �impr�, (expressed as aperentage) that was obtained, the number of times we sueed in �nding an improvingsolution, �su�, the average number of trial needed in our exploration of a neighborhoodbefore �nding an improving solution (if we do �nd one; it is bounded by 10), �trial�,27



and the total omputing time. We always �nd some improving solution when using thedeterministi variant. The improvements vary from 1 to 15%. In Table 9, we presentthe results using the deterministi LS on all solutions obtained during all the passes ofthe basi RH at the root node. The overall omputational e�ort is however bounded byrestriting to 500 the number of olumns that an be generated during the primal heuristi.The perentage of time spent in LS inludes the time to rebuild a primal solution usingthe RH approah. The omparison of GH, RH and LS is summarized in Table 10. Itshows that the optimality gap dereases from 14.76 to 11.22 thanks to LS. Moreover, weobtain the minimal numbers of used vehiles.Random seletion of deleted olumns Deterministi seletion of deleted olumnsName % impr in primal bd su trial time % impr in primal bd su trial timeav RAND100 1.60 7/10 5.1 6m33s 8.43 10/10 1.9 4m47sav IND60 4.25 3/5 5 3m11s 8.27 5/5 2.4 1m58sIND172 0.00 0/1 - 25m47s 0.34 1/1 6 21m28sIND157 0.34 1/1 2 27m17s 0.26 1/1 1 26m43sav 17 inst 2.11 11/17 4.4 7.43 17/17 2.2Table 8: Comparison of 2 LS variants applied to the �rst primal solution generated withRH. Name gap V Total time % of time spent in RH % of time spent in LSav RAND100 11.88 4 46m4s1 19 76av IND60 11.74 3 13m27s 22 74IND172 5.735 6 1h0m50s 48 38IND157 7.389 7 54m50s 71 24av 17 inst 11.22 4Table 9: Results with the deterministi LS applied on eah primal solutions generatedduring the 3 passes of the basi RH.Method average gapGH 49.36RH at the root node only 14.76RH through the 3 b-a-p nodes 11.66LS at the root node only 11.22Table 10: Comparison of average results with GH, RH and LS approahes on the testproblems of Setion 6.
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9 Results for large industrial instanesFinally, we applied our approah to a large real-life industrial instane with 260 ustomers.It is quite di�ult to ollet real-life data from industry. This test problem represents theon-the-ground situation for a restrited geographial area during year 2005 (we may notsay more due to our on�dentiality agreement). At the planning level, a period orrespondto a week. More than 60% of the ustomers have a maximum time lag between visits thatis inferior to 6 weeks (our maximum periodiity). The others have a tmax ranging from 7to 14 weeks. Applying partial branhing and utting planes to ompute the best possibledual bound requires 8h34m of omputing time. The �DB+br+ut� dual bound has value838.17. The utting plane proedure alone requires 5h21m.In a di�erent run, skipping the time onsuming utting plane proedure, we apply ourprimal heuristis. Applying the basi RH ombined with partial branhing gives a primalsolution with a gap of approximately 9% from the above dual bound in 4h29m (this rundoes not all on the utting plan proedure; moreover, Node 1 has been proved infeasiblein our dual bound omputation; therefore, it is not explored anymore). The number ofvehiles is equal to 9 (it is optimal as proved by the fat that the branh with V aver ≤ 8is infeasible). In another trial, we restrit ourself to the root node and apply the basiRH followed by LS. We again obtain a solution with a gap of approximately 9% from theabove dual bound and a number of vehiles equal to 9 in 3h40m.We obtain even better results by restriting the searh spae to solution using peri-odiities in the set P = {1, 2, 3}. Applying the RH plus partial branhing or RH and LSat the root node followed by a post-optimization proedure, we obtain a primal solutionwith a gap of 6% in 1h49m and 2h53m respetively. The post-optimization proedureonsists in transforming one route of periodiity 3 into two routes of periodiity 6 whilethis improves the solution (it an allow to visit a ustomer every 6 periods instead of 3).The feasible splitting senarios are built into a integer program whose solution provides aseletion minimizing routing osts. The best solution is pitured in Figure 1 for a spei�period. Six lusters (eah of whih is assoiated to a spei� olor) are drawn to showtheir form resulting from the ost struture. They inlude some sites that are on the pathto the garage G or to the depot D. But the majority of the sites are well gathered aroundthe enter. The results are summarized in Table 11.In Table 12, we ompare this solution to the one used by our industrial partner on an29



Algorithm gap (in %) V total timeRH + partial branhing with P = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} 9.25 9 4h29mRH + LS at the root node with P = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} 8.92 9 3h40mRH + partial branhing with P = {1, 2, 3} + post-optim 6.67 9 1h49mRH + LS at the root node with P = {1, 2, 3} + post-optim 6.23 9 2h53mTable 11: Comparison of average results with RH and LS approahes on the industrialtest ase of year 2005 (with 260 ustomers).av # of ustomer visits per week V av travel distane per weeksol of the tatial planning model 98.5 9 711 kmindustrial solution 59 (*) 10 782 kmTable 12: Comparison of our best primal solution to the tatial planning industrialproblem of year 2005 with the industrial solution � (*) In the industrial solution, a visit isnot ounted if, one on site, the driver deides not to ollet the ustomer stok beause he �ndsit too low.average week of year 2005. From what we know, this industrial solution was built on aday-to-day basis looking at the ustomer requiring the most urgent servie and trying toahieve some regional lusterization. We are given the total number of vehiles used ineah period, the number of ollets and the travel distane in the operational solution usedby the industry in 2005. We estimate the average behavior on a week by dividing thesenumbers by 52. For our tatial solution, we ompute the travel distane by heuristiallysolving a TSP for eah luster. We observe that our solution requires 9 vehiles insteadof 10 in the averaged-out industrial solution. The travel distane of our solution is 10perent inferior to that of the industrial solution. We ollet more sites than in theindustrial solution (i.e., we tend to ollet a site before it reahes its maximum �llingapaity). Indeed, visiting a site that is on a vehile route osts 5 minutes of ollet time,while having to do a detour later to visit it, an ost muh more, sine travel times betweensites are typially larger than 5 minutes. Moreover, visiting sites on a more regular basisan be an edge against unertainty and helps to avoid stok-out situation. We believethat the regional lusterization taken into aount in our tatial planning model bringsa plus that makes the di�erene. The next step would be to build operational solutionsusing our tatial solution as a target.ConlusionThe sope of the paper is twofold. We solve a large sale industrial inventory routingproblem untreated in the literature. Moreover, we show that a mathematial program-30



Figure 1: Sample of a solution on industrial data
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